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Abstract: This paper describes various ways of supervision inside (and of) a economic system that is 

not  derived on a debt based  money system. 

As a creator of a system i can not have an opinion who controls a economic system or who 

excercises power through that sytem. You can put an a.i. in charge, government or a selection of 

representatives of various fields of expertise.  How to check upon that power also resides within the 

population.  A kabinet, a parlement, unions, tribe head(s) or representatives thereof. 

Tracking: 

A electronic couponing sytem just as in a central bank digital currency system makes it far easier to 

track what, how and when people are doing things. To tracking there are positive and negative 

things to mention. If a system knows when a women has here period, it can make sure sanitary 

napkin is available on the right time even when a person is forgotten to alocate salary to it. From a 

efficiency point of view excellent but where is the freedom in dealling with an unwanted situation. 

Unwanted and sometimes undesired situations can lead to new discoveries and subsequently help 

society forward. As an example the discovery of Penicillin by Alexander Fleming. 

Wealth Capping: 

In my original work i described the reach of a wealth cap inside a couponing system. In order to 

alleviate the pressure on a society or on nature in general a wealth cap may be introduced so a 

person can no longer change salary into certain (hard asset, stock) coupons. Upon reaching a wealth 

cap (individual is covered for the  remaining of its lifespan) different perks (powers) may become 

available to that person. Co-determine the heading of society, development, Technology,Direction/ 

supervision of the coupon system itself, Animal welfare, (Interstellar)travel, Culture etc. etc. 
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